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Chapter 4 

The Heckscher-Ohlin model 

» In 1953, Leontief tried to compare the amount 
of capital and labor that was “incorporated” 
into the USA’s imports and exports. 

» He used 1947 data. 

» He accounted for the factor content used in 
intermediate goods also. 

» For imports, he assumed the same production 
technologies as that of the USA. 
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Leontief’s paradox 
 

» Imported goods are more capital-intensive than 
exported goods! 

» Possible explanations: 
1. Technologies may be different. 

2. Land should be accounted for as an additional factor of production 
which may be relatively abundant in the USA. 

3. Also human capital. 

4. 1947 may not be representative. 

5. Trade may not be entirely free. 
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Physical capital 

» The USA has 24% of the world’s physical capital 
and is responsible for 21.6% of world output. 
˃ By this measure, the USA is considered physical abundant compared 

with the ROW. 

˃ It is also considered land scarce. 

» Like the USA, China is land scarce. Unlike the 
USA, China is capital scarce and abundant in les-
skilled and illiterate labor. 

» Is China really land and R&D abundant? 
˃  Adjustment for productivity.  
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“Effective” factor abundance 
» F&T argue that USA R&D scientists are more 

productive because they have better equipment 
to work with, ie R&D spending per scientist. (see 
fig next slide) 

» But is this not what “other factor abundance” is 
about? 

» In my opinion, only differences in productivity 
that result from “efficiency” or technology should 
be accounted for, ie TFP. 

» In the case of “effective land abundance”, they do 
report TFP measures. (see note 4 in fig 4-7) 
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» The USA’s effective land abundance is about 
neutral  wrt the ROW. 

» According to Table 4-2, this corresponds well to 
the fluctuations between + and – re food net 
exports. 

» NB agricultural exports includes other goods 
such as cotton. 


